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HIGH COURT FORM NO. (J) 2

  HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE

District: Sonitpur

         In The Court of the Munsiff No. 1, Tezpur, Sonitpur

Present: Mrs.Chitra Rani Saikia, AJS

Monday, the 30th September  2013

                                                   Title Suit No. 36/2002

                                                Sri Homeswar Das

                                                                           …………………Plaintiff

                                                    -Versus

                                         Sri Sri Hari Mandir Habigaon Bangali Gaon 

Namghar Committee  represented by its President Sri Bhaben Das & others

                                                                    ……………        Defendants

The suit coming on for final hearing on 09-09-2013 and on 18-09-

2013   in the presence of:-

Sri J. K. Baishya

                                          …………… Advocate for the Plaintiff

Sri P.K. Dutta

                                                    ---------------   Advocate for the defendants 

And having stood for consideration to this day the court delivers the 

following judgment.

                                                     JUDGMENT 

1. This is a suit for declaration of  right , title , interest  and ownership of 

the plaintiff over the land described in schedule A of the plaint with partition 

of the land described in the Schedule B of the plaint by metes and bounds. 

The plaintiff further seeks confirmation of his possession over the Schedule 

B land of the plaint  and  cancellation of the Registered  Deed of Gift being 

No 1239 of 1999 dated 16-07-1999 of Dhekiajuli Sub Registry office and 

permanent  prohibitory  injunction.  
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2.  The case of the plaintiff as unfolded in the plaint  in brief is that Late 

Jogai Das alias Late Jogai Koch, the predecessor in interest of the plaintiff, 

defendants  and  pro-forma  defendants,  was  the  recorded  pattadar  and 

absolute owner and possessor of the total land measuring 6 Bighas 0 Katha 

16 Lessas covered under Dag No 250 of P.P. No 24(old) 105(new) situated at 

village Habigaon, Mouza Naharbari in the district of Sonitpur more fully 

described in Schedule A  of  the  plaint.  That  said  Jogai  Das  died  leaving 

behind him his wife Adhani Das, two sons and four daughters. That later on 

his wife Adhani Das and one of  his daughters Dalimi Das died. That all the 

legal heirs of Jogai Das including the legal heirs of Late Dalimi Das have 

been impleaded as party in this suit. That the living daughters of Jogai Das 

and the legal heirs of deceased Dalimi Das never claimed any right, title or 

interest in the schedule A land or regarding any property of Jogai Das. That 

resultantly  after the demise of Jogai Das the plaintiff and the defendant No 

2 have become the joint pattadars, owners and possessors of the Schedule A 

land by right of inheritance. The plaintiff further pleads that the Schedule A 

land is not partitioned and each of the plaintiff and the defendant No 2 has 

equal share of right, title and interest over the schedule  A land.  That the 

plaintiff  being  the  government  employee  and  posted  at  Tezpur  reside  at 

Tezpur along with his family and his brother defendant No 2 looked after the 

landed  property.  That  taking  advantage  of  the  absence  of  the  plaintiff, 

defendant No 2 gifted 3 Bighas 0 Kathas and 8 Lessas of land as described 

in schedule B of the plaint to defendant No 1 keeping the plaintiff in dark. 

These are the fatcs leading to the institution of this suit. 

3.   The  defendants  contested  the  suit  by  filing  written  statement  and 

challenged the maintainability of the suit on the ground that there is no cause 

of action for the suit. The defendants have pleaded that the suit is barred by 

limitation  and it  is  barred  u/s  34  of  The Specific  Relief  Act,  1963.  The 

defendants have denied the averment of the plaintiff that after the death of 

Jogai Das the plaintiff and  defendant No 2 become the joint owner of the 

said landed property left by Jogai Das. On the contrary, they have pleaded 

that after the death of Jogai Das all his legal heirs become the joint owners 

of the plaint Schedule A land.  The defendants have averred that the plaintiff 

himself executed the Gift Deed No 1239/1999 dated 16-07-99 and thereby 
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gifted the land measuring 3 Bighas 0 Katha 8 Lessas  to the defendant No 1 

and delivered the possession  of the said land. The defendants have averred 

that  the  said  Gift  Deed  is  genuine  and  valid  and  vide  that  Gift  Deed 

defendant No 1 has acquired right, title and interest over the said land of the 

plaintiff.   Therefore, the defendants have prayed  for  dismissing  this suit 

with cost. 

4.   Upon  consideration  of  the  pleadings  of  both  sides  my  learned 

predecessor in office framed the following issues in this suit:   

(1) Is there any cause of action for the suit?

(2) Whether the suit is barred by limitation? 

(3) Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary parties?

(4)  Whether  the  plaintiff  has  right,  title  and  interest  over  Schedule  B 

mentioned land of the plaint? 

(5) Whether the registered deed of gift being No 1239/1999 dated 16-07-

1999 described in Schedule C of the plaint is null and void and liable to be 

cancelled?

(6) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree as prayed for? 

(7) To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to? 

5. The plaintiff side adduced the evidence of five witnesses in support of its 

case  and  exhibited certain documents in support of its case.   Defendant 

side  also  adduced  the   evidence  of  four  witnesses  and  exhibited  certain 

documents.   The materials on record and submissions made on behalf of 

both sides have received due consideration of this court. 

                 Discussion of evidence, decision and reasons thereof

Issue No(5):  Whether the registered deed of gift being No 1239/1999 

dated 16-07-1999 described in Schedule C of the plaint is null and void 

and liable to be cancelled? 

6.   In  his  pleading  as  well  as  in  his  evidence  in  chief  plaintiff  /PW 1 

Homeswar Das denied the execution of Gift Deed bearing No 1239/1999 in 

favour of defendant No 1. In his affidavit evidence PW 1 deposed that he 
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never gifted the Schedule B land by executing Gift Deed No 1239/1999 . 

According  to  him Gift  Deed  No  1239/1999  is  an  illegal  deed  which  is 

executed by forging his signature. PW 1 denied his signature in the said Gift 

Deed. Therefore, the crux of this issue lies in the decision of the fact as to 

whether the signature in the gift deed in the name of the plaintiff is a forged 

one and  the burden lies on the plaintiff to prove that the signature in his 

name in the said gift deed is not his. 

7.   It is in the evidence of PW 1 that he came to know that the signature 

which is shown to be his in the said  gift deed in done by Sri Bagen Das at 

the instruction of defendant No 2. There is nothing in the evidence of PW 1 

to reveal the source wherefrom he came to know that Bagen Das put his 

signature on his behalf. As such the evidence of PW 1 that he came to know 

that Bagen Das put PW’s signature in the gift deed is merely hearsay which 

is not admissible in absence of the exact source of the said information and 

in  absence  of  examination  of  that  source  of  information  in  the  suit. 

Resultantly, the evidence of PW 1 in this respect is not reliable.  

8.   PW 2 Jogen Das deposed in his evidence in chief that one day in 1999 as 

per request of defendant No 2 he went to Sub-registry office, Dhekiajuli to 

be the witness of proposed gift deed in connection with  the suit land which 

was to be gifted by the plaintiff. According to PW 2, Bagen Das put the 

signature in the name of Homeswar Das in the said gift deed. PW 2 further 

deposed that defendant No 2 asked him not to tell about the registration of 

the gift deed to the plaintiff. It is in the evidence of PW 2 that as he himself 

became  the part of the conspiracy by putting his signature as witness in the 

said forged gift deed, he was frightened and he did not tell about that even to 

the  plaintiff.  The  evidence  of  PW 2 further  runs  that  later  on  when  the 

plaintiff  asked  him  after  knowing  all  these  facts  from  Dhekiajuli  Sub-

registry office, he told the truth to the plaintiff. If PW 2 had told the plaintiff 

the fact that Bagen Das put the signature in the gift deed in the name of the 

plaintiff,  plaintiff would have certainly deposed it  before the court which 

would in turn have fortified the plaintiff’s plea. But as the plaintiff/PW 1 

remains silent about the source of his knowledge regarding the fact of Bagen 

Das putting the signature in the gift deed in the name of the plaintiff, the 
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evidence of PW 2 can not be taken as gospel truth. Such evidence needs 

further corroboration before that can be relied upon. 

9.   In his evidence in chief PW 3 deposed that he was present at Dhekiajuli 

Sub-registry office on the day of execution of the disputed gift deed and he 

saw  Bagen  Das,  Kailash  Kakati  ,  Jogen  Das  and  Bhaben  Das  putting 

signatures  in  the  documents,  he did   not  see  Homeswar  Das there.  This 

evidence  of  PW  3  is  completely  assailed  and  demolished  in  his  cross 

examination.  In his cross examination PW 3 Bichitra Koch stated  that  he 

was not present at Dhekiajuli Sub-Registry  Office at the time of execution 

of the disputed gift deed. PW 3 stated that he saw Bagen Das putting his 

signature in a paper through the window of the office , but he did not see on 

what paper Bagen Das put his signature. As such the evidence of PW 3 is not 

believable and therefore the same  can not be relied upon. Thus evidence of 

PW 3 also fails to corroborate the evidence of PW 2 that Bagen Das put the 

signature in the disputed gift deed in the name of the plaintiff.  The evidence 

of PW 4 Nandeswar Das is also not supporting the plea of the plaintiff that 

the said gift  deed is a forged one.  In his cross examination PW 4 stated 

candidly, “ I do not know anything about the registration of the gift deed by 

forgery.” PW 5 is official witness who stated that the registered gift deed No 

1239/1999  is  submitted  in  the  court  of  Judicial  Magistrate  1st class  in 

connection with CR Case No 666/2003. 

10.  The comprehensive effect of the evidence of the said PWs as discussed 

above is that the evidence of these PWs fails to bring forth the fact  that 

Bagen Das put the signature in the name of Homeswar Das in the said gift 

deed. There is no coherent,  cogent and convincing and plausible  evidence 

on the plaintiff side to prove the fact that Bagen Das put the signature in the 

name of the plaintiff. Therefore, the plaintiff fails to discharge his burden of 

proving that plea. 

11.  The defendant’s plea is that the said gift deed is executed by the plaintiff 

himself.  It  is  the  plea  of  the  defendant  that  the  plaintiff  is  used  to  put 

different signatures at different times. 
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12.   DW 1 Bhaben Das ,  DW 2 Kailash Kakati  and DW 3 Bagen Das 

deposed  that  the  plaintiff  executed  the  said  gift  deed.  Nothing  could  be 

elicited from the cross examination of these DWs to show that what they 

deposed in their evidence in chief is not true or fabricated. In fact all the said 

DWs categorically denied the suggestion that the plaintiff did not execute 

the said gift deed. 

13.   At this point it would be appropriate to consider the contention raised 

on behalf of the plaintiff. Sri J.K. Baishya , learned counsel for the plaintiff 

has drawn the attention of this court to the evidence of DW 4 Dr. Tiloka Das, 

the handwriting expert,  where she deposed that the specimen signatures and 

the signatures in the questioned document do not tally  and has contended 

that in view of such evidence it becomes clear that the plaintiff did not put 

his signature in the said gift deed. I have perused the evidence of DW 4. The 

evidence of DW 4 is only an an opinion regarding the handwriting of the 

plaintiff . That opinion evidence is to be assessed keeping in view all the 

other relevant evidence on this point. In the instant case as transpires from 

the evidence of the plaintiff side, the plaintiff has pleaded that Bagen Das 

put the signature in the gift deed in the name of the plaintiff. Plaintiff could 

have  sent  the  specimen signature  of  said  Bagen Das for  examination  by 

handwriting expert.  The plaintiff fails to do so and the plaintiff also fails to 

adduce cogent and plausible evidence on this point. On the other hand, the 

defendant has pleaded that the plaintiff is used to put different signatures at 

different times. This plea of the defendant may be probable because it is a 

commonly  known fact  that  many  a  person  writes  differently  at  different 

times. DW 4 also opines that the basis characteristic of writing of a person 

does not change  but depending on the circumstances the way of writing by a 

person may be different. Therefore, there is probability in the plea of the 

defendant. The plaintiff also fails to adduce cogent and convincing evidence 

to show that the said gift deed  is not signed by the plaintiff. In consideration 

of all these facts I am of the opinion that the contention raised by learned 

counsel for the plaintiff   cannot be accepted. As such I humbly reject his 

contention on this point. 

Resultant to the foregoing discussion of evidence and reasons thereof, the 

plaintiff has failed to prove this issue.  
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Issue No (1):  Is there any cause of action for the suit?

14.  Cause of action means bundle of facts leading to the institution of a suit. 

In this instant suit the plaintiff has submitted that cause of action arises from 

the  date  of  registration  of  the  gift  deed  in  favour  of  defendant  No  1. 

According to the plaintiff cause of action for this instant suit arose on and 

from  16-07-1999,  06-01-2002,  02-04-2002,  03-04-2002  and  on  every 

subsequent date. 

 In view of decision in issue No (5) as discussed above I find that there is no 

cause of  action  for this suit. As there is no proof that the disputed deed of 

gift is not signed by  the plaintiff, there is no reason for instituting this suit. 

Therefore, this issue is decided in negative against the plaintiff. 

Issue No (2) : Whether the suit is barred by limitation? 

15.   The defendants have pleaded that the suit is barred by limitation. Sri 

P.K.Dutta, learned senior counsel for the plaintiff, has submitted that in this 

instant suit plaintiff has prayed for cancellation of Gift Deed dated 16-07-

1999 and as such this suit  is  barred by limitation as per  provision under 

Article 59 of Limitation Act. Article 59 of Limitation Act, 1963 prescribes 

limitation period of three years for the suit for declaration of cancellation of 

an  instrument .  According to this provision the period of limitation begins 

to  run  from  the  date  when  the  facts  entitling  the  plaintiff  to  have  the 

instrument cancelled first become known to him. 

16.   In   this   instant  suit the plaintiff has pleaded that he came to know 

about the disputed gift deed only on 03-04-2002 after obtaining the certified 

copy  from Dhekiajuli  Sub-Registry  office.  This  suit  is  instituted  in  July 

2002.  As transpires from evidence as discussed  in issue No (5) the plaintiff 

has failed to prove that the signature in the disputed gift deed is not done by 

him. In his failure to prove that plea the fact remains that it was the plaintiff 

who signed the disputed gift deed. Therefore, it is clear that the plaintiff had 

knowledge of the said gift deed on 16-07-1999, the very day of registration 
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of  the  same.  As  such  in  view of  the  provision  under  Article  59  of  The 

Limitation Act, 1963, this suit is barred by limitation. 

Hence this issue is decided in positive in favour  of  the defendant. 

Issue  No  (3)  Whether  the  suit  is  bad  for  non-joinder  of  necessary 

parties?

 17.   It is pleaded by the defendants that the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties. Apart from this pleading there is absolutely nothing in the 

evidence on record to show how the suit is bad for non-joinder of necessary 

parties.    Necessary  party  in  a  suit  means  the person whose  presence  is 

necessary  for  the  proper  adjudication  of  the  matter.  In  fact  that  party  is 

necessary  party  in  a  suit  in  whose  absence  the  disputed  fact  can  not  be 

decided. In the instant suit the dispute involved is between the two parties 

regarding one of the joint owners giving in gift  part  of  the joint property to 

an unregistered body  without any consent and knowledge of the other joint 

owners.  In  the instant  suit  all  the joint  owners are  impleaded as  parties. 

Therefore, it can not be said that the instant suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties.

 Hence this issue is decided is decided in negative against the defendants.

 

Issue No (4):   Whether the plaintiff has right, title and interest over 

Schedule B  mentioned land of the plaint? 

18.  The plaintiff has claimed his right, title and interest over plaint Schedule 

B land being half part of the total suit  land left by his deceased father. In his 

cross examination plaintiff being PW 1 stated that there is total 6 Bighas and 

16 Lessas of land in the suit land and he has instituted this suit claiming 3 

Bighas and 8 Lessas of land out of the total suit land  to be his own land. It is 

in the evidence of PW 1 that after the death of his father all his legal heirs,  

i.e., his wife(mother of the plaintiff), two sons and four daughters became 

the joint owners of the suit land. PW 1 stated in his cross examination that 

his  sisters  also  claim right  over  the  suit  property  by  filing  their  written 

statement in this suit. PW 1 clarified that other legal heirs of  his father never 
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relinquished their share in the suit land. It is in the evidence of PW 1 that the 

suit land is partitioned between himself and his brother Bhaben Das, but it is 

not partitioned amongst the other legal heirs of his father. It becomes clear 

from  the  aforementioned  evidence  of  PW  1  that  the  suit  land  is  not 

partitioned amongst the legal heirs of his deceased father. 

It becomes clear from the evidence of PW 1 himself that all the legal heirs of 

his  deceased father  have  joint  right  over  the suit  property  .  As such the 

plaintiff  can not claim his right over half portion of the suit land.  Therefore, 

this issue needs to be decided in negative against the plaintiff. 

Issue No (6):  Whether the plaintiff is entitled to a decree as prayed for? 

                             And 

Issue No (7):   To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to? 

 

19.  For convenience both these issues are taken up together for discussion. 

In this instant suit as revealed from the plaint prayer portion, the plaintiff 

prays for decree for declaration of joint right, title, interest and ownership of 

the plaintiff and the defendant No 2 over the plaint schedule A  land with 

partition and separate possession of the plaintiff over schedule B land of the 

plaint. 

20.  As evident from the evidence of the plaintiff himself, his deceased father 

left  behind  him  his  wife  (mother  of  the  plaintiff),  two  sons  and  four 

daughters as his legal heirs and the suit land is not partitioned amongst the 

legal heirs of his father. In this suit the plaintiff has sought the decree of 

partition of the suit property between himself and his brother excluding the 

co-sharers.  Sri  P.K.  Dutta,  learned  senior  counsel  appearing  for  the 

defendants,  has  rightly  argued  that  when  the  property  is  undivided,  the 

plaintiff cannot claim specified share. Sri Dutta has drawn the attention of 

this court to the amended plaint and has contended that while the plaintiff 

has amended the plaint by impleading the other legal heirs of his deceased 

father, the relief portion is not amended. According to learned senior counsel 

the real share of the plaintiff in the suit land should be 1/6th of the total suit 

land. It is further contended by learned senior counsel that on the one hand 

the plaintiff seeks partition of the suit land and on the other hand he seeks 
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his  right  over  schedule  B  land  without  partition.   Further  contention  of 

learned senior  counsel  is  that  in  the  instant  suit  the relief  sought  by the 

plaintiff is not proper and hence the court can not give the decree. In view of 

the  evidence  of  the  plaintiff  himself  that  there  are  six  legal  heirs  of  his 

deceased father and the suit land is not partitioned amongst them, I find that 

the contention raised  on behalf  of  the defendants  is  proper  and genuine. 

Therefore,  I  respectfully  accept  the  contention  made  by  learned  senior 

counsel on this point.  Conceding  to the contention made in this regard and 

in view of the evidence on record as discussed,  I have no hesitation to hold 

that the relief sought in this suit is not proper and as such the plaintiff is not 

entitled to get the relief  of declaration of his right over schedule B land. 

21.  Yet another count on which learned senior counsel for the defendant has 

assailed the instant suit is that the suit is not maintainable  as the plaintiff has 

not taken the permission of the court as per provision U/O I Rule 8 of The 

Code of Civil Procedure, 1908(the code hereinafter) to file the suit against 

defendant No 1. Learned senior counsel for the defendant has contended that 

defendant  No  1  is  an  unregistered  body  having  no  legal  entity  and  the 

plaintiff suit is not maintainable as the provision U/O I Rule 8 of the code is 

not complied with. In support of his contention on this point Sri Dutta refers 

to the decisions reported in  AIR 1973M.P. 216 and 1997 (III)GLT 511.   I 

have perused these decisions. The facts in decided in AIR 1973 M.P. 216 are 

different from the facts of the instant suit. Therefore, with all respect the said 

decision as referred by learned senior counsel can not be relied upon. 

22.  There is affinity of facts in the decision reported in 1997 (III)GLT 511 

and the facts of the instant suit so far the provision U/O I Rule 8 of the Code 

is not complied with in both the suits. Defendant No 1 being an unregistered 

committee the provision U/O I Rule 8 of the Code is to be complied with for 

institution of the suit  against it.  As admitted by the plaintiff/PW 1 in his 

cross examination,  defendant No 1 is not a registered committee and he has 

not submitted any petition before the court to file the suit against defendant 

No 1 in representative capacity.  In view of such categorical assertion of the 

plaintiff, he is not entitled to file this suit. As the plaintiff has filed this suit 

against defendant No 1 without complying with the provision U/O 1 Rule 8 
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of the Code, this suit is not maintainable and the plaintiff is not entitled to 

get the relief. 

In the net result of what is discussed above the plaintiff is not entitled to get 

any relief in this suit. The defendant is entitled to get the cost of the suit. 

Therefore, both the issue No (6) and (7) are decided accordingly. 

                                                         ORDER

23.    This suit is dismissed on contest with cost. The plaintiff is not entitled 

to get any relief in this suit. The defendants shall get the cost of the suit.  

Prepare the decree accordingly. 

The judgment is delivered in the open court and the operative part of the 

judgment is pronounced in the open court today, the 30th  day of September 

2013 and it is given  under my hand and seal.  

                                                                                         Chitra Rani Saikia

                                                                                        Munsiff No 1, Tezpur
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ANNEXURE

1.Plaintiff’s witness: 

            PW 1 : Sri Homeswar Das  (the plaintiff)
PW 2 : Sri Jogen Das 
PW 3 : Sri Bichitra Koch
PW 4 : Nandeswar Das 
PW 5: Sri Dina Ranjan Bora( official witness)
 

           2. Plaintiff’s exhibits:

            Exhibit 1: Certified copy of registered gift deed No 1239/1999 

            Exhibit 2: Certified copy of Jamabandi 

            Exhibit 3:  Certificate issued by Mouzadar 

            3.  Defendants’s witness:

             DW 1: Sri Bhaben Das 

             DW 2 : Sri Kailash Kakati 

             DW 3 : Sri Bagen Das 

            DW 4 : Dr Tiloka Das ( Expert witness) 

        4.  Defendants’s exhibits:   

Exhibit Ka:  Agreement dated 15-06-1999

         Exhibit Ka(1) to Ka(4) : Signatures

         

                                                                                                        Chitra Rani Saikia

                                                                                       Munsiff No 1, Tezpur
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